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  Sources of the African Past David
Robinson,Douglas K. Smith,1999 Sources of the
African Past combines a case-study approach with
an emphasis on primary and orally transmitted
sources to accomplish three objectives; to tell a
story in some depth, to portray major themes and
to raise basic questions of analysis and
interpretation. The case studies are set in the
nineteenth century and deal with critical periods
in the fortunes of five societies in different
parts of the continent (South, East, and West
Africa). The authors wish students to work with
the raw materials of history and to that end have
provided a workbook for a laboratory experience.
Sources of the African Past is designed for use in
a wide variety of courses and in conjuction with
other texts. The authors have kept their own
interpretations to a minimum and invited scrutiny
of their decision of selection and arrangement.
They chose the cases on the basis of several
criteria: geographical coverage, abundance and
diversity of primary sources, importance in the
secondary literature, and relevance to important
historical problems. All the studies emphasize
political change. All witness some growth in
European intervention. In selecting the documents,
the authors sought a balance of perspective
without sacrificing accuracy and relevance. This
means a conscious effort to present a variety of
views: African and European, internal and
external, partipant and observer, those of the
victims as well as those of the victors, those of
the people as well as those of the elite. Within
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the limitations of space, they have made the
excerpts sufficiently long to allow the reader to
examine the author's style, purpose and other
characteristics. Keeping in mind the limitations
of libraries, they have attemted to make each
chapter self-contained.
  Basutoland Records Basutoland,1883
  Accounts and Papers Great Britain. Parliament.
House of Lords,1853
  Parliamentary Papers Great Britain. Parliament.
House of Commons,1851
  Utilization of Agricultural By-products as
Livestock Feeds in Africa African Research Network
for Agricultural Byproducts,1987-01-01
  Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons
Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons,1852
  Adaptive Participatory Environmental Governance
in Japan Taisuke Miyauchi,Mayumi
Fukunaga,2022-06-16 This book contributes to the
theoretical and practitioner literature in
environmental governance and sustainability of
natural resources by linking case studies of the
roles of narratives to the three key practices in
local environmental governance: socio-political
legitimacy in participation; collaboratively
creating stakeholder-ness, and cultivating social
and ecological capabilities. It provides numerous
theoretical insights on legitimacy, adaptability,
narratives, process-oriented collaborative
planning, and among others, using in-depth case
studies from historical and contemporary
environmental issues including conservation,
wildlife management, nuclear and tsunami
disasters, and thus community risk, recovery, and
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resiliency. The authors are all practitioner-
oriented scientists and scholars who are involved
as local stakeholders in these practices. The
chapters highlight their action and participatory-
action research that adds deeper insights and
analyses to successes, failures, and struggles in
how narratives contribute to these three
dimensions of effective environmental governance.
It also shows how stakeholders’ kinds of
expertise, in a historical context, help to bridge
expert and citizen legitimacy, as well as spatial
and jurisdictional governance structures across
scales of socio-political governance Of particular
interest, both within Japan and beyond, the book
shares with readers how to design and manage
practical governance methods with narratives. The
detailed design methods include co-imagination of
historical and current SESs, designing processes
for collaborative productions of knowledge and
perceptions, legitimacy and stakeholder-ness,
contextualization of contested experiences among
actors, and the creation of evaluation standards
of what is effective and effective local
environmental governance. The case studies and
their findings reflect particular local contexts
in Japan, but our experiences of multiple natural
disasters, high economic growth and development,
pollutions, the nuclear power plant accident, and
rapidly aging society provide shared contexts of
realities and provisional insights to other
societies, especially to Asian societies.
  An Australian language as spoken by the
Awabakal, the people of Awaba or Lake Macquarie
'(near Newcastle, New South Wales)' being an
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account of their language, traditions, a. customs:
by L. E. Threlkeld (a. others) Lancelot Edward
Threlkeld,1892
  Across Equatorial Africa Frederick William Hugh
Migeod,1923
  Fish biology in Japan: an anthology in honour of
Hiroya Kawanabe Masahide Yuma,Izumi Nakamura,Kurt
D. Fausch,2013-04-17 This volume is a collection
of papers assembled to honor Hiroya Kawanabe, an
eminent Japanese ecologist who studied fishes and
other organisms. Kawanabe retired from his
position as Professor at Kyoto University in March
1996. In the first section of the volume his
career is highlighted by a biography describing
his life and work, a bibliography of his more than
750 lifetime publications, and a personal
interview with a colleague who has been close to
his work throughout his career. Papers in the
second section of the volume include invited
reviews of research on fish ecology in Japan, a
historical overview of freshwater fishes of Japan,
and recent studies on sex change among reef
fishes. The 24 papers in the third section of the
volume by Japanese fish biologists and their
collaborators cover a wide variety of topics on
fish biology. These include papers on evolution,
genetics, systematics, reproductive biology, early
life history, life history variation, behavior,
physiology, ecology, and zoogeography. These
papers address fishes from lentic, lotic, and
marine ecosystems in Japan, Asia, Africa, North
America, and in some cases worldwide. One of
Hiroya Kawanabe's most brilliant and lasting
contributions was to foster collaboration between
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Japanese ecologists and other scientists.
  Hope and Other Dangerous Pursuits Laila
Lalami,2006 In this debut of an exciting new voice
in fiction, Lalami evokes the grit and enduring
grace that is modern Morocco. The book begins as
four Moroccans illegally cross the Strait of
Gibraltar in an inflatable boat headed for Spain.
What has driven them to risk their lives?
  In Arabian Nights Tahir Shah,2009-03-24 Named
one of Time magazine’s Ten Best Books of the Year,
Tahir Shah’s The Caliph’s House was hailed by
critics and compared to such travel classics as A
Year in Provence and Under the Tuscan Sun. Now
Shah takes us deeper into the real Casablanca to
uncover mysteries hidden for centuries from
Western eyes. In this entertaining jewel of a
book, Tahir Shah sets off across Morocco on a bold
new adventure worthy of the mythical Arabian
Nights. As he wends his way through the
labyrinthine medinas of Fez and Marrakech,
traverses the Sahara sands, and samples the
hospitality of ordinary Moroccans, Tahir collects
a dazzling treasury of traditional wisdom stories,
gleaned from the heritage of A Thousand and One
Nights, which open the doors to layers of culture
most visitors hardly realize exist. From master
masons who labor only at night to Sufi wise men
who write for soap operas, In Arabian Nights takes
us on an unforgettable, offbeat, and utterly
enchanted journey.
  After the Fact Clifford Geertz,2009-06-30 “An
unabashedly honest ethnography . . . [from] a
founder of ‘symbolic’ anthropology . . .
reflections on his fieldwork over a period of . .
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. forty years. Brilliant.” (Kirkus Reviews) In
looking back on four decades of anthropology in
the field, Geertz has created a work that is a
personal history as well as a retrospective
reflection on developments in the human sciences
amid political, social, and cultural changes in
the world. An elegant summation of one of the most
remarkable careers in anthropology, it is at the
same time an eloquent statement of the purposes
and possibilities of anthropology's interpretive
powers. Through the prism of his fieldwork over
forty years in two towns, Pare in Indonesia and
Sefrou in Morocco, Geertz adopts various
perspectives on anthropological research and
analysis during the post-colonial period, the Cold
War, and the emergence of the new states of Asia
and Africa. Throughout, he clarifies his own
position on a broad series of issues at once
empirical, methodological, theoretical, and
personal. The result is a truly original book, one
that displays a particular way of practicing the
human sciences and thus a particular—and
particularly efficacious—view of what these
sciences are, have been, and should become.
“Geertz charts the transformation of cultural
anthropology from a study of primitive people to a
multidisciplinary investigation of a particular
culture's symbolic systems, its interactions with
the larger forces of history and modernization.”
—Publishers Weekly “An elegant, almost meditative
volume of reflections.” —The New Yorker “[An]
engrossing story of a few key moments in American
social science during the second half of the
twentieth century as [Geetz] participated in
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them.” —New York Times Book Review
  The Caliph's House Tahir Shah,2006-12-26 In the
tradition of A Year in Provence and Under the
Tuscan Sun, acclaimed English travel writer Tahir
Shah shares a highly entertaining account of
making an exotic dream come true. By turns
hilarious and harrowing, here is the story of his
family’s move from the gray skies of London to the
sun-drenched city of Casablanca, where Islamic
tradition and African folklore converge–and
nothing is as easy as it seems…. Inspired by the
Moroccan vacations of his childhood, Tahir Shah
dreamed of making a home in that astonishing
country. At age thirty-six he got his chance.
Investing what money he and his wife, Rachana,
had, Tahir packed up his growing family and bought
Dar Khalifa, a crumbling ruin of a mansion by the
sea in Casablanca that once belonged to the city’s
caliph, or spiritual leader. With its lush
grounds, cool, secluded courtyards, and relaxed
pace, life at Dar Khalifa seems sure to fulfill
Tahir’s fantasy–until he discovers that in many
ways he is farther from home than he imagined. For
in Morocco an empty house is thought to attract
jinns, invisible spirits unique to the Islamic
world. The ardent belief in their presence greatly
hampers sleep and renovation plans, but that is
just the beginning. From elaborate exorcism
rituals involving sacrificial goats to dealing
with gangster neighbors intent on stealing their
property, the Shahs must cope with a new culture
and all that comes with it. Endlessly enthralling,
The Caliph’s House charts a year in the life of
one family who takes a tremendous gamble. As we
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follow Tahir on his travels throughout the
kingdom, from Tangier to Marrakech to the Sahara,
we discover a world of fierce contrasts that any
true adventurer would be thrilled to call home.
  Devil Proposes, Man Disposes Francis
Obimma,2005-10
  A History of South Africa Eric Anderson
Walker,1928
  The Man from Morocco Edgar Wallace,1926
  Deadly Embrace Sebastian Balfour,2002-05-23
Combining military, political, cultural, social,
and oral history, Sebastian Balfour narrates for
the first time the development of a brutalised,
interventionist army that played a crucial role in
the victory of the Francoists in the Spanish Civil
War. Spain's new colonial venture in Morocco in
the early twentieth-century turned into a bloody
war against the tribes resisting the Spanish
invasion of their lands. After suffering a
succession of heavy military disasters against
some of the most accomplished guerrillas in the
world, the Spanish army turned to chemical warfare
and dropped massive quantities of mustard gas on
civilians. Dr Balfour exposes this previously
closely guarded secret using evidence from Spanish
military archives and from survivors in Morocco.
He also narrates the daily life of soldiers in the
war as well as the self-images and tensions among
the colonial officers. After looking at the
motives that drove Moroccans to resist or
cooperate with Spain, the author describes the
contradictory pictures among Spaniards of Moroccan
collaborators and foes. Finally, he examines the
Spanish colonial army's response to the Second
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Republic of 1931-1936 and its brutal march through
Spain in the Civil War. QUOTES FROM PAUL PRESTON'S
READERS REPORT: 'This is a book of very
considerable significance, the work of a first
rate historian working at his peak...This is the
most complete and wide-ranging account to date of
the Spanish involvement in Morocco and of the
consequences of that involvement inside Spain
itself...written with a compelling blend of
elegance and immediacy...this is a major work, one
of which any historian would be proud.'
  The Man from Morocco Edgar Wallace,194?
  Islam Observed Clifford Geertz,1971-08-15 In
four brief chapters, writes Clifford Geertz in his
preface, I have attempted both to lay out a
general framework for the comparative analysis of
religion and to apply it to a study of the
development of a supposedly single creed, Islam,
in two quite contrasting civilizations, the
Indonesian and the Moroccan. Mr. Geertz begins his
argument by outlining the problem conceptually and
providing an overview of the two countries. He
then traces the evolution of their classical
religious styles which, with disparate settings
and unique histories, produced strikingly
different spiritual climates. So in Morocco, the
Islamic conception of life came to mean activism,
moralism, and intense individuality, while in
Indonesia the same concept emphasized
aestheticism, inwardness, and the radical
dissolution of personality. In order to assess the
significance of these interesting developments,
Mr. Geertz sets forth a series of theoretical
observations concerning the social role of
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religion.
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